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Abstract: A progressive die is a type of die in which multiple operations performed in a single stroke, which was mostly used 
in sheet metal operations. The working process of sheet metal is widely used in all manufacturing industries such as 

mechanical, defense and automotive etc. The key advantage of metal working process involves enhancement of production rate 
and cost reduction. This paper is aimed to develop a multi-functional die which can perform simultaneously both punching and 
blanking operations in one stroke. The present work is mainly focused on modeling and manufacturing of the die components, 
where PRO-E was used for modelling and FANUC controlled CNC machine was used to execute and prepared part program. 
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1. Introduction  

Generally progressive dies are used for fabrication of different sheet metal component grouped under mass 

production. Designing of a progressive die [1] is intricate process as it consumes 20% further time from the initial 

design step to the end stamping operation. The variety of components may generates using progressive die 

operation, therefore its design insists eminent knowledge level and expertise in design procedure, standards for 

making a qualified die [2-6]. Progressive dies coalesce a multiple types of dies, punches and occupied in a 

appropriate sequence in various work stations together comprises the complete die [7].During the operation strip 

goes through each work place where it sheared and formed, in the final stage the finished sheet metal part is cut 

off from the strip. The various elements of progressive die was showed in fig 1. 

 

Fig 1: Elements of progressive die 

2. Literature Review 

A die is a sophisticated tool employing in hardware manufacturing industries for multiple functions such as 

cutting, shaping and forming mixture of products and apparatus. Strip layout planning is a key activity in design 
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of progressive dies used in sheet metal industries. The sequence planning plays a vital role in progressive dies 

operations which initiates the rapid operation and minimizes the operating time. The Various researchers 

elsewhere in the world are attempted to develop CAD designs for progressive die. The research work carried on 

design of progressive die was addressed in this section, example Schaffer [8] and Nakahara et al. [9] were 

considered as pioneers, because first time they integrate the CAD/CAM techniques for the development of 

progressive dies. In same line other researchers were also implement the integration of the other techniques in 

CAD/CAM [10] environment.  

Bergstrom et al. [11]studies on calculations of stripper size, punching forces and so on, these studies helps in 

enhance the improvements in design of dies. The parallel studies are performed in [12] on development of an 

automated nesting and its piloting system in the design of progressive dies. Another study addressed on 

development of information schemes used in the design of progressive stamping dies by using a forecast approach 

[13].The published work reported on application of progressive dies in stamping operation for making the parts 

with complex shapes [14-15]. In same line other works are published on implementation of CAD [16], 

incorporated modeling and process planning systems [17] for performing the blanking, piercing and bending 

operations in a single stroke. The new feature of separation of branch drawings from mail drawing in CAD/CAM 

system as final output presented in [18]. Sima et al. [19] presented a center carrier type of progressive die for U-

bending pieces. Cheok et al. [20] reported the developments in cerebral development aided for progressive die 

design using PC support utensils. The design of strip type layouts using expert systems have been discussed is 

[21] which helps in layout assembles in all type of  process and also supports to decide station requirements in 

piercing and  operations. The intellectual CAPP design developments are presented in [22]. The existing 

CAD/CAM design systems in market are supporting greatly in multiple analysis such as design drafting and 

performance. 

3. Designing Of Progressive Die 

3.1. Design of Strip Type Outline  

The Strip type out line management of the arithmetical al features of the element, tolerances, direction of sharp 

edges on stash bits etc. The strip outline design helps majorly in initial design verifications in preparation analysis 

of sheet metal pieces. All design dimensions and allocation of inside and outside aspects such as holes, absolute 

holes, inside outlines, outside outlines, incise, marks, boss, cups, niches and curves experienced by following 

standards of operational rules. It is observed that from the extensive literature survey, there is a lacuna in 

appropriate solution for strip outline designs, but acceptable design procedure using fundamental guidelines are 

prepares [23].  

3.2. Selection of DIE Components 

The major die elements such as gages, blocks, family of supporting plates of back, stripper, punch, pilots, die-

set and fasteners performs key function in progressive die set. Particularly the dimension of the die block decides 

using width, breadth, length and sharp curves of sheet metals. The die gages are also depends on the thickness of 

the sheets, the two operations of design of die blocks and gages consumes less time. The dimension of stripper 

plate is pertinent to the dimension of die block. For positioning and punching, punching plates with sufficient 

thickness are uses widely. The design thickness of punch plate selected in proportional to functional punch height 

and pays attention that the thickness of punch plate meets the design dimension length, width of die block. 

Usually, the design dimension 10-12 mm thickness is selected for backup plate. The proper design of die-set 

involves appropriate selection of division quantity, dimensional tolerance limits of the component, punch 

clearance with die, and guideposts clearance with bushings. 

3.3 DIE Component Materials  

 Tool steels are the ideal material mainly used for fabricate the die components used in different press working  

operations. Tool steels are widely using to create the die components focused to carry. In addition to this, steel 

design supports to build up high rigidity levels and scratch resistance during heat-treated. Another material AISI 

D2 is steel alloyed with chromium, molybdenum and vanadium which enhances different the properties like 

superior wear resistance, compressive strength, tempering and greater stability in hardening.  

 

3.4. Assembly and Modeling of DIE Components 

 The proposed design model of progressive die consist two major pats, one is its plate elements and the other is 

die-set. The design model of plate elements necessitates the design dimension data of various elements like die 

block, gages and different stripper, punch, back plate thickness. The proposed work used PRO-E design software 
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for modeling the die components with suitable sketch features contains line, plane, circle and fillet etc. The 

assembled die set of a progressive die shown in figure 2.  

 

Figure 2: Modeled view of assembled progressive die 

4. CNC Part Programming 

The development of strip outline design is the initial activity of the proposed die design and which is a 

complex in design, time-consuming activity. The extent of complexity of proposed design enhances with the 

enhancement of number of die stations. Also, the strip out line design involves many stages of simulation, 

optimization including design process. In view of this, the computer programming based simulation study 

supports to obtain optimal design in less time consumption.  

4.1 Part Program for Top Plate  

The top plate of the progressive die consists of 8 holes with different diameters, drilled on the plate whose 

plate size is 100x75x20 mm. In that six holes are drilled with a diameter of 8 mm, other two drills have a 

diameters of 10mm and 25mm. The prepared NC part program of the top plate was reported in this section. 

% 

: 001 

N001 G92 X0 Y0 Z2.0 

N002 G90 

N003 G00 X10.0 Y10.0 T01 S800 M03 

N004 G01 Z-25 F100 

N005 G00 Z2.0 

N006 G00 X50 Y 10  

N007 G01 Z-25 F100 

N008 G00 Z2.0  

N009 G00 X90.0 Y 10.0  

N010 G01 Z-25 F100 

N011 G00 Z2.0 

N012 G00 X10.0 Y65.0  

N013 G01 Z-25 

N014 G00 Z2.0  

N015 G00 X50.0 Y65.0 

N016 G01 Z-25 F100 
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N017 G00 Z2.0 

N018 G00 X90 Y65.0  

N019 G01 Z-25.0 F100 

N020 G00 Z2.0 

N021 G00 X33Y37.5T02 S800 

N022 G01 Z-25.5 F100 

N023 G00 Z2.0 

N024 G00 X67 Y37.5 T03 S800 

N025 G01 Z-25 F100 

N026 G00 Z 2.0 

N027 G28X0Y0Z0 

N028 M05 

N029 M30 

The above part program was used to successfully make the holes on the top plate of the die set, the given Fig 3 

(a-b) depicted that Fig 3 (a) explains about detailed drawing of the top plate and fig 3 (b) showed the modeled top 

plate of the progressive die were shown in below.  

 

Figure 3:(a) Drawing details (b) 3-D model of the top plate 

4.2 Part Program For Bottom Plate 

The bottom plate of the progressive die consists of 8 holes same as top plate, the part program used for drill the 

holes on 15 mm thick plate was same as top plate. The top plate dimensions were taken as 115x75x15 mm. In that 

six holes are drilled with a diameter of 8 mm, other two drills have diameters of 10mm and 25mm. The prepared 

NC part program of the top plate was reported in this section. 

% 

: 001 

N001 G92 X0 Y0 Z2.0 

N002 G90 

N003 G00 X10.0 Y10.0 T01 S800 M03 

N004 G01 Z-20 F100 
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N005 G00 Z2.0 

N006 G00 X50 Y 10  

N007 G01 Z-20 F100 

N008 G00 Z2.0  

N009 G00 X90.0 Y10.0  

N010 G01 Z-20 F100 

N011 G00 Z2.0 

N012 G00 X10.0 Y65.0  

N013 G01 Z-20  

N014 G00 Z2.0   

N015 G00 X50.0 Y65.0 

N016 G01 Z-20 F100N017 G00 Z2.0 

N018 G00 X90 Y65.0  

N019 G01 Z-20 F100 

N020 G00 Z2.0 

N021 G00 X33Y37.5 T02 S800 

N022 G01 Z-20 F100 

N023 G00 Z2.0 

N024 G00 X67 Y37.5 T03 S800 

N025 G01 Z-20 F100 

N026 G00 Z 2.0 

N027 G28X0Y0Z0 

N028 M05 

N029 M30 

The above part program was used to successfully make the holes on the bottom plate of the die set, the given 

Fig 4 (a-b) depicted that Fig 4 (a) explains about detailed drawing of the top plate and fig 4 (b) showed the 

modeled top plate of the progressive die were shown in below.  
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Figure4:(a) detailed drawing of bottom plate (b) 3-D Modelling of Bottom plate 

4.3 CNC part program of stripper 

The stripper of the progressive die consists of 3 holes with same diameter of 8 mm in the dimensions of 

100x25x8mm. The prepared NC part program of the stripper was reported in this section. 

% 

: 001 

N001 G92 X0 Y0 Z2.0 

N002 G90 

N003 G00 X10.0 Y15.0 T01 S800 M03 

N004 G01 Z-25 F100 

N005 G00 Z2.0 

N006 G00 X50 Y15 

N007 G01 Z-25 F100 

N008 G00 Z2.0  

N009 G00 X90.0 Y15  

N010 G01 Z-25 F100 

N011 G00 Z2.0 

N012 G28X0Y0Z0 

N013 M05 

N014 M30 

The above part program was used to successfully make the holes on the stripper. The given Fig 5 (a-b) 

depicted that Fig 5 (a) explains about detailed drawing of the stripper plate and fig 5 (b) showed the view of the 

stripper.  
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Figure 5: (a) Detailed drawing of stripper (b) 3-D Modelling of Stripper 

4.4 Part Program for Punch Holder 

The punch holder was machined on wire EDM to get accurate dimensions of the extended two cylindrical rods 

were shown in fig 6. The dimensions of punch holder was taken as 115x75x15 mm. Two cylindrical bars of length 

50mm and diameters of 25 mm and 10 mm were shown in fig 6. In this process the material between two 

cylindrical bars was removed and those two bars were machined to get final dimensions as per the drawing was 

shown in fig 6. 

% 

: 001. 

N001 G92 X0 Y0 Z2.0 

N002 G90 

N003 G00 X10.0 Y15.0 T01 S800 M03 

N004 G01 Z-25 F100 

N005 G00 Z2.0 

N006 G00 X50 Y15 

N007 G01 Z-25 F100 

N008 G00 Z2.0  

N009 G00 X90.0 Y15  

N010 G01 Z-25 F100 

N011 G00 Z2.0 

N012 G28X0Y0Z0 

N013 M05 

N014 M30 

Slot milling  

N001 G00 G90X00 Y00 Z1 S800 M03 

N002 Z-5 

N003 G01 X20 F100 

N004 G00 Z1 

N005 X70 Y27.5  

N006 X00 Y00 M30 

In this program each step is allowed to cut 5 mm thickness, it needs 4 iterations to cut the 20 mm thick plate. 

The given figure 6 (a-b) shows the drawing details of the punch holder and repeat the program from X20 to X70. 
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Figure 6: (a) and (b) Detailed drawing of the punch holder 

The view of the punch holder, modeled in PRO-E software was shown below, where fig 6 (c) indicate the 

model of punch holder and fig 6 (d) represents the image of punched part. 

 

Figure 6: (c) 3-D model of the punch holder   (d) 3-D Modelling of punched parts 

In final stage, all machined die components are assembled and complete progressive die set up was shown in 

fig 7.  
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Figure 7:Assembly of machined elements 

5. Conclusion 

This paper presented the design and analysis of progressive die using PRO-E software tool and from the design 

analysis of proposed die, following inferences are drawn: 

1. All the die set parts were clearly designed and 3-D modeling software such as PRO-E was used to model 

them. 

 

2. Separate CNC part programs were prepared to machine the die set elements such as top plate, bottom plate, 

stripper and punch holder. 

3. All the prepared part programs were tested and successfully executed on FANUC Controlled CNC milling 

machine.  
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